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FIVE WAYS TO WEAR A BROOCH

BEADED BROOCHES: 4 FREE
Beaded Brooch Projects

Plus 5 Ways to Wear a Beaded Brooch

Plus:

HIGH SOCIETY BROOCH

by ARLENE BAKER  p. 7

FIRE-POLISHED STAR FLOWER

by ARLENE BAKER  p. 4

Step 1: S tring one crimp tu be on one end of the wi re and fla t-

ten it with the pliers. Pass up through the brooch screen.

Step 2: S tring 6 seed be ads, one 2, 4, or 6mm accent be ad, and

6 seed beads. Pass down through a hole in the screen near

the last hole filled. Pass up through an adjacent hole.

Step 3: Repeat Step 2 until all the holes are fill ed, making su re

to use different co l or seed be ads and va ry the accent be ad s

each time.

Step 4: Wh en all the holes are fill ed and the wi re is ex i ting the

bo t tom of the brooch screen, string one crimp tu be and

flatten it with pliers. Place the screen on the brooch back-

ing and sec u re it by bending the four teeth over the screen .

RESOURCES

Metal brooch frame: Check your local bead shop or contact The Bead

Monkey, (952) 929-4032, www.thebeadmonkey.com.

Jamie Hogsett is projects editor of Beadwork magazine.

Retro Fit Brooch
J a m i e  H o g s e t t

M a t e r i a l s

720 size 11° Japanese seed beads in four colors

12 faceted 2mm garnets

12 fire-polished 4mm beads

12 freshwater 4mm pearls

12 round 4mm garnets

12 faceted 6mm Czech pressed-glass beads

40mm round blank metal brooch frame

3' of .014 beading wire

4 sterling silver 2mm crimp tubes

To o l s

Wire cutters

Flat-nose pliers

T i p

You may need to use a second length of beading wire

to finish the piece. To do so, just finish off one piece of

wire as in Step 4 and begin another one as in Step 1.

RETRO FIT BROOCH

by JAMIE HOGSETT  p. 13

CRYSTAL RADIANCE BROOCH

by TINA KOYAMA  p. 10

by JEAN CAMPBELL  p. 14
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BEADED BROOCHES: 4 FREE
Beaded Brooch Projects

Of all the styles of beaded jewelry I make, beaded 
brooches used to come last on my list of preferred 
beading projects. But no more! After looking at the 
gorgeous free beaded brooch projects we’ve chosen 
for our latest free eBook, I’m inspired to start making 
more of these beauties to accent my wardrobe.

Brooches are one of the oldest styles of jewelry 
around, dating back to ancient times when they 
were used to fasten cloaks and other clothing that 
was draped around the body. As our practical 
fashion has evolved, brooches have evolved into 
decorative elements that have unlimited potential for 
incorporating your favorite off-loom bead-weaving 
techniques as well as all your favorite beading 
supplies like crystals, pearls, and glass beads.

When was the last time you made a beaded 
brooch? If you’re not sure where to start, we’ve picked 
out 4 of our favorite beaded brooch projects to get 
you started using gemstones, pearls, crystals, seed 
beads, and Czech fire-polished beads. Whether you’re 
an expert beader looking for a new form of beaded 
jewelry to explore or a beginner with fresh eyes and 
eager to learn, you’ll find something to love!

• Indulge your love of fire-polished beads when you 
make Arlene Baker’s Fire-Polished Star Flower 
brooch. These Czech glass beads deliver on the 
sparkle, while keeping the whole beaded brooch 
light enough to be worn on a favorite sweater. 

• With a nod to the design trends of the turn of the 
20th century, Arlene Baker’s High Society Brooch 
is an elegant, classic beaded brooch design using 
pearls, crystal beads, and rhinestones.

• Tina Koyama’s Crystal Radiance Brooch is a 
beautiful exercise in flat, circular brick stitch. 
Play with the colors of this stunning bead-woven 
brooch project to make it suit your own personal 
style!

• Jamie Hogsett’s Retro Brooch uses garnets and 
pearls to create an understated but gorgeous 
accent for any funky jacket or sweater. 

Finally, Jean Campbell shows us 5 fun ways to wear 
a brooch – get creative, and have a little fun with your 
beaded brooches! Beaded brooches are a fun way 
to add a few beads to your collection of accessories. 
Branch out into beaded brooches, and see what you 
can discover through crafting these fun and beautiful 
forms of beaded jewelry!

Bead Happy,

Plus 5 Ways to Wear a Beaded Brooch
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T
his variation of a wire beaded flower uses larger 

beads than usual. Also different: Each row of beads 

is strung as you get to it, meaning you don’t have to 

wrestle with spools of pre-strung beads.

P E TA L S

Step 1: Using 48" of 26-gauge wire, string 1 bead to the center. 
Hold the bead in place and pass one end of the wire 
through the bead again. Keeping both ends equal, pull the 
wire tight.

Step 2: String 2 beads on one wire (it doesn’t matter which 
one) and slide them next to Row 1. Pass the other wire 
end back through the 2 beads. Pull both wire ends until 
the wire is even and tight against the beads. Work seven 
more rows, adding 1 bead each time (up to 9 beads). 
Decrease by 1 bead for each subsequent row, back down 
to 1 bead (17 rows total), forming a diamond shape.

Step 3: To finish the petal, cross the wires over each other 
directly below the last row. Twist both wires together 
tightly for about 3⁄8". Straighten both wires (these wires 
become part of the flower’s stem). Note that the first petal 
is finished by itself, and subsequent petals are attached to 
previous petals before finishing the final rows.

Step 4: Repeat Steps 1 and 2 for the second petal, working up 
to Row 13. Join it to the first petal by passing the wire on 
the left-hand side of Petal 2 (right side up) through the 
edge of the corresponding row on the right-hand side of 
Petal 1. Bring the wire from the back to the front. Slide 
Petal 1 close to Petal 2 and work the remaining rows; fin-
ish as in Step 3.

Step 5: Repeat Step 4 for the third petal, attaching it to the 
second petal. Work a fourth petal for 16 rows before 
attaching to the third petal. Work a fifth petal for 13 rows, 
attach it to the fourth petal, work two more rows, attach it 
to the first petal, and then work the last 2 rows and finish.

M a t e r i a l s

405 round 4mm fire-polished beads or Swarovski crystals 
(petals)

39 round 4mm fire-polished beads or Swarovski crystals 
(stamens)

1 spool each of 26-, 28-, and 34-gauge silver beading wire
11⁄4" silver pin clasp with narrow bar
1 skein 6-ply gray embroidery floss
3 yd of 3-ply metallic cording
Aleene’s Tacky glue or similar

N o t i o n s

Wire cutters
Scissors
Chain-nose pliers
Ruler or tape measure
Nylon-jaw pliers
Wire spool holders
Several toothpicks or an awl

T i p s

• Support the beads as you pull the wire.
• To avoid kinks and chipping the beads, maintain even, 

gentle tension when you’re pulling the wire.
• Make sure the beads are snug and the wire loops 

between the rows are even on both sides of the beads.
• See Arlene’s book Beads in Bloom (Interweave Press, 

2002) for more beaded-wire flower techniques.

Fire-Polished  
Star Flower

A r l e n e  B a k e r

A wire-woven cosmic corsage for a stellar evening.

Fire Polished Star.indd   38 10/24/11   4:17 PM
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Step 6: Use the spool of 28-gauge wire to string 39 round 
4mm beads. Knot the end of the wire but don’t cut from 
the spool. Slide 6 beads to within 6" from the knotted end 
of the wire. Twist the wires together to make a single loop. 
Slide 7 beads from the spool down to the twisted wire. 
Form a perpendicular loop over the first loop, with the 
fourth bead on top, nestled between the beads. Wrap the 
spool wire around the free wire for about 1⁄2". Slide the 
remaining beads back toward the spool and trim the wire 
even with the free wire. Repeat to make two more stamens.

ASS EmB LY

Step 7: Bind the petals and the stamens together with 
34-gauge wire. Push the stamens down into the center of 
the flower until the bare stem wires below the coiled por-
tion are even with the twisted wires below the petals.

Step 8: Unwind about 10" of 34-gauge wire, but do not cut it 
from the spool. Pass 2" through the space at the bottom 
of any petal between the bead and the twisted wires. Make 
sure the 34-gauge wire is resting on top of the twisted 
wires, then bend the 2" end down the stem. Use your fin-
gers to pinch the stem wires close together at the base 
of the flower. Wrap the 34-gauge wire two 
times tightly around the stem wires, 
directly below the beads, 
winding it over itself to 
secure it to the stem. Make 
sure the bottoms of the petals are even; 
reposition the stamens if necessary. Wrap the 
assembly wire once more around the base of the flower. 
Pull the wire tight, then wrap it down the entire length of 
the stem. Keep the stem wires straight and the wraps 
evenly spaced (about 1⁄16" apart) as you bring the wire to 
the bottom of the stem. Cut the assembly wire from the 
spool. Use your fingers or the tip of the pliers to curve  
the end of the wire around the bottom of the stem. Bend 
the stem 45° about 1⁄4" from the base of the petals.

Step 9: The main stem of the flower requires a preliminary 
wrap with floss to provide a background of color for the 
final stem finish. Cut a length of floss about four times the 
desired length of the stem (the sample has a stem about 2" 
long so that it may be hidden behind one of the petals). Slip 
one end of the floss over a petal and slide it down toward 
the base of the flower with a 1" tail down the stem. Weave 
the floss back and forth until it is hidden by the beads.

Step 10: Use a toothpick to dab a little glue on the stem wires. 
Hold the 1" tail along the stem with one hand. Use your 
other hand to wrap the floss around the stem, winding it 
over itself and the glue, close to the bottom of the flower 
as you begin. Wrap the floss around the stem, laying the 
strands side by side. Keep the floss smooth and spread flat 
as you move it down the stem. Every now and then, put a 
little glue on the stem to hold the floss in place. Keep the 
stem straight. When you are near the desired stem length, 
cut the wire ends off evenly. Put a dab of glue on these 
ends and wind the floss around them. Trim the floss close 
to the bottom of the stem. If necessary, put a bit more glue 
on the floss ends. Use your fingers to smooth the floss 
against the stem.

Step 11: Decorative lamé cording provides an elegant final 
stem finish. Begin the final cord wrapping following the 
same directions for the floss wrapping, but do not cut the 
cord from the spool. Wrap the cording for about 3⁄8". Stop 
and glue the pin clasp in position on the back side of the 
stem near the bend. Allow the glue to set. As you continue 
with the wrapping, cover the stem and the pin bar at the 
same time. Wrap and glue as before. Wrap the cord back 
up the stem closely for about 1⁄4". Trim the cord and glue the 

end against the stem. Allow the glue to dry thoroughly.
Step 12: Grasp the bottom of the flower and gently 

bend the stem to form a slight curve near the pin 
clasp. Adjust the petals if necessary.  

Arlene Baker is a needlework and bead artist, designer, 

and teacher, as well as an avid collector of beaded and 

ribbon-worked vintage flowers. She lives in Downey, 

California, and can be reached at (562) 928-3583.

Fire Polished Star.indd   40 10/24/11   4:17 PM
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High Society 
Brooch
Arlene Baker

Originally published in 
Beadwork February/March 2007
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High Society Brooch A r l e n e  B a k e r

This elegant brooch is reminiscent of the decorative style of the late 1920s–30s known as Art Deco. Derived from cub-

ism and based generally on geometric forms, Art Deco designs were applied to furnishings, textiles, and jewelry.

The style was revived in the 1960s and is once again popular today. Lustrous faux pearls linked with eye pins and fac-

eted crystal beads are strung on wire to form two layered circles. Pearls tipped with rhinestones are clustered in the cen-

ter of the top layer to give the illusion that the rows of pearls are “gathered up” to fasten the two circles together.

technique >>  wireworking

bottom layer
1: Long stations. Use an eye pin to string one 
2mm pearl and six 3mm pearls. Trim the wire 
to 1⁄4" and form a simple loop that faces the 
same direction as the bottom eye (Figure 1). 
Repeat to make a total of 30 pearl stations.

2: Inner circle. Cut 12" of 28-gauge wire and 
tie a knot at one end. String one 2mm pearl 
and the 2mm end of a station. Repeat to string 
all 30 stations with a 2mm pearl between each 
one. Slide the beads to the center of the wire 
and twist the ends together for 3⁄4" to form a 
tight circle. Bend the twisted wires toward the 

center and smooth the shape of the circle; do 
not trim the ends of the wire.

3: Outer circle. Cut 26" of 26-gauge wire 
and tie a knot at one end. Pass through the 
outer loop of a pearl station, leaving an 8" tail 
between the knotted end and the eye. String 
1 jet 6mm round and pass through the next 
loop; pull snug but leave the 8" tail. Continue 
around, placing a 6mm round between each 
pearl station. Shape the circle, if necessary, 
and twist the ends together for 1⁄2"; the beads 
should be snug, forming a slight dome, but not 
so tight that they could chip. Use round-nose 
pliers to form a small loop with the twisted 
wires, then trim the ends close to the loop and 
press flat behind the nearest bead.

4: Curved filigree. Use a dapping block to 
gently dome one of the filigrees. Note the 
rings of inner and outer holes between each 
spoke of the filigree. Pass the twisted wire 
ends at the center of the inner circle through 
the center top of the dome; trim to 1⁄4" and 
press them flat into the filigree.
5: Wiring. Cut 16" of 34-gauge wire and use 
it to attach the inner ring of the filigree to 
the inner circle of pearls (Figure 2); pass from 
back to front through one of the outer filigree 
holes, leaving a 3" tail at the back. Pass back 
through the circle and an inner hole of the 
filigree, snugging the wire between 2 pearls 
on the front. Skip one or two spokes and 
pass through an outer hole to the front, then 
back through an inner hole. Make sure the 
circles are lined up and continue around, pull-

Materials

50 jet hematite 6mm crystal rounds

100 white 2mm glass pearls

260 white 3mm glass pearls

6 white 4mm glass pearls

1 white 6mm glass pearl

2 silver 11⁄4" flat filigree discs

1" silver pin back

7 sterling silver 2" head pins with

rhinestone ends

50 silver 2" eye pins

46" of silver 26-gauge wire

56" of silver 28-gauge wire

104" of silver 34-gauge wire

Tools

Wire cutters

Round-nose pliers

Chain-nose pliers

Nylon-jaw pliers

Wire spool holders

3 round toothpicks

Dapping block

Ruler or tape measure

FINISHED SIZE 23⁄4" Tips

• It is easier to string the pearls on the

head pins if you first trim the ends of

the head pins on the diagonal. 

 

• To prevent scratches while creating simple 

loops on the end of the head pins, cover 

the last pearl with a small piece of felt (or 

similar protection). 

Figure 1

http://www.beadingdaily.com/
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ing the wire tight and pressing it flat against 
the back of the filigree after each stitch. Han-
dle the wire carefully to avoid kinks. Once the 
wire is around, twist the ends tightly together, 
trim to 1⁄4", and press flat against the back of 
the filigree.

upper layer
6: Short stations. Repeat Step 1, stringing two 
2mm pearls and four 3mm pearls, for a total 
of 20 short pearl stations (Figure 3).

7: Outer ring. Repeat Step 3, using 20" of 
26-gauge wire to string 1 jet 6mm round 
between each 3mm end of the 20 short sta-
tions. Shape the wire into a smooth circle, 
with the 2mm ends of the stations to the 
inside of the circle.

8: Inner ring. Cut two 12" pieces of 28-gauge 
wire. Pass one wire through every other eye of 
the stations, leaving a 4" tail. Twist the ends 
together to form a slightly domed circle with a 
bit of space between the stations. Repeat with 
the second wire to secure the remaining 10 
stations, twisting the wire tight enough that 
this second round rests on top of the first 
round, creating a recessed layer. Trim the 
twisted wires to 1⁄4" and press them flat toward 
the outer edge.

9: Cluster. String 1 pearl onto each of the 
head pins: six 4mm and one 6mm. Position 
the 4mm pins in the center of the ring, with 
the 6mm pin on top of them, so that they fill 
the center and cover the station eyes. Hold 
them in place and flip the work over onto a 
soft surface. Trim 1 pin to 1⁄4" and form a small 
loop, snug with the circle of eyes. Repeat for 
each of the pins.

10:  Assembly. Cut four 10" pieces of 
34-gauge wire and fold each in half. Hold the 
two layers together and pass the ends of a wire 
down on each side of a recessed station next 
to the cluster. Make sure one of the filigree’s 
spokes is between the wire, then twist the ends 
tightly together. Repeat with a second wire on 
the opposite side of the cluster, then with the 
other two wires evenly between them. Trim 
the ends to 1⁄4" and flatten them against the 
filigree.

11: Pin back. Cut two 10" pieces of 28-gauge 
wire and fold each in half. Pass the ends of 
one wire through the back of the flat filigree 
on each side of a spoke and through one hole 
of the pin. Repeat with the second wire so 
that the pin is above the center of the filigree. 
Open the clasp and bend the wire ends away 
from each other. Pass each end through to the 
back and pull tight so that the clasp doesn’t 
slip. Twist each pair of ends tightly together, 
securing a spoke at the back (Figure 4). Trim 
to 1⁄4" and press flat.

12:  Finishing. Cut four 12" pieces of 
34-gauge wire and fold each in half. Pass 
one wire through two holes at the top of the 
domed filigree so that both ends are up, one 
on each side of a spoke. Repeat for the bot-
tom and each side. Pass each end through 
matching holes of the flat filigree and twist 
the ends tightly together. Trim each pair of 
twisted ends to 1⁄4" and press flat against the 
front (domed) filigree. ✦

Arlene Baker authored the book Beads in Bloom (Inter-

weave Press, 2002). She can be contacted at (562) 928-

3583 or arlenebkr@aol.com.

RESOURCES
Check your local bead shop or contact: Eye pins, crystal, 

pearls, pin clasps, beading wire: Shipwreck Beads, (800) 

950-4232, www.shipwreckbeads.com and Fire Moun-

tain Gems and Beads, (800) 355-2137, www.firemoun

taingems.com. Rhinestone head pins: Jewelry Supply Inc., 

(916) 780-9610, www.jewelrysupply.com. Similar filigrees: 

Ornamentea, (919) 834-6260, www.ornamentea.com. 

Kit for this project: Arlene Baker, (562) 928-3583, arlen-

ebkr@aol.com.

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4
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Crystal Radiance 
Brooch
Tina Koyama
Originally published in
Beadwork August/September 2006
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Crystal Radiance Brooch T i n a  K o y a m a

This brooch of concentric circles of brick stitch requires making gradual increases from round 

to round by changing bead sizes as well as changing the number of beads in each round.

technique >>  brick stitch

1: Foundation. Use 6' of thread to string the 
10mm crystal, leaving a 6" tail. Pass through 
the crystal again, wrapping the thread along the 
side of the crystal; repeat, wrapping the thread 
along the opposite side of the crystal. Pass 
through twice more so that two strands of 
thread are on each side of the crystal. Pull tight 
and tie a half hitch knot to stabilize the threads 
around the crystal (Figure 1).

2: Brick stitch. Work brick stitch around the 
crystal, anchoring the first round to the foun-
dation thread, and switching bead size for each 
round.
Round 1: String 2 size 11° cylinder beads and 

pass under the foundation thread and back 

through the last bead strung. String 1 size 
11° cylinder and pass under the thread and 
back through the bead just strung; repeat all 
around for a total of 19 beads. Step up at the 
end of each round by passing down through 
the first bead and up through the last bead.

Round 2: String 2 size 11° seed beads; *pass 
under the loop between the next 2 beads of 
the previous round and back through the 
last bead just strung. String 1 size 11° seed 
bead and repeat from * around, working 1 
increase halfway around the circle (20 beads 
total).

Round 3: Use size 11° cylinder hex beads with 
11 increases (31 total).

Round 4: Use size 11° seed beads with 1 
decrease (30 total).

Round 5: Use size 8° hex beads with 2 decreases 
(28 total).

Round 6: Use size 11° seed beads with 12 
increases (40 total).

Round 7: Use size 11° seed beads with 4 
increases (44 total).

Round 8: Use size 11° cylinder hex beads with 
15 increases (59 total).

Round 9: Use size 8° hex beads with 15 
decreases (44 total).

3: Crystal picots. Tie a knot to secure the 
thread, then exit the top of a hex bead in the 
last round. *String 1 size 11° seed bead, one 

Increasing and Decreasing

You will need to work a different number of 

beads in each round to maintain a flat 

circle; where you place each increase or 

decrease is not important as long as you 

spread them around the circumference 

fairly evenly. For example, if you know you 

will need to increase the round by four 

beads, you can place each increase about 

one-quarter of the way around. Bead 

counts are provided for this project; to 

figure your own counts for different beads, 

try counting the number of beads worked 

and the number of loops of thread remain-

ing to plan placement of the remaining 

increases or decreases. With experience, 

you will know an increase is needed when 

the loop of thread for the next stitch seems 

longer than the others (or shorter, indicat-

ing the need for a decrease).

Materials

5 g green bronze size 15° seed beads

5 g bronze size 11° cylinder beads

5 g metallic green size 11° cylinder hex 

beads

5 g bronze size 11° seed beads

5 g gold size 8° hex seed beads

11 erinite satin 4mm Swarovski crystal 

bicones

11 jet nut 2X 6mm Swarovski crystal bicones

1 smoky quartz dorado 10mm Swarovski 

crystal round

1–11⁄2" pin back

Size D Fireline thread

Tools

Size 10 beading needle

Scissors

FINISHED SIZE 2"

Figure 1 Figure 2
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4mm bicone, and 3 size 15°s. Snug the beads 
close to the work, then pass back through the 
crystal. String 1 size 11° seed bead and pass 
down through the next hex bead. Pass up 
through the following hex bead and repeat 
from *, alternating 6mm and 4mm bicones. 
Tie a knot to secure the thread, then pass back 
through the beads to exit the sixth round.
4: Pin back. Open the pin and center it on the 
back of the work above the center crystal. 
Weave through the beads to exit near a hole at 
one end of the pin back. String 3 size 11° seed 
beads and pass through the pin and to the right 
side of the beadwork. Pass through 1 or 2 beads 
and to the back of the work to exit the opposite 
side of the same pinhole. String 3 size 11° seed 
beads and pass through the same pinhole to the 

front of the work (Figure 2). Repeat to secure 
each hole of the pin back, passing through 
beads as needed to avoid exposing any bare 
thread. If the pin back feels wobbly, weave 
through the beads again to reinforce. ✦

Beadwork artist and writer Tina Koyama teaches at Fusion 

Beads in Seattle, Washington. View Tina’s work at www.

tinakoyama.com.

RESOURCES

Check with your local bead shop or contact: All 
beads: Fusion Beads, (888) 781-3559, www.
fusionbeads.com.

Brick Stitch

Begin by creating a foundation row in 
 ladder stitch. String 2 beads and pass 
under the closest exposed loop of the 
found ation row and back through the 
second bead. String 1 bead and pass 
under the next exposed loop and back 
through the bead just strung; repeat.
To decrease within a row, string 1 

bead and skip a loop of thread on the 
previous row, passing under the second 
loop and back through the bead.
To increase within a row, work two 
stitches in the same loop on the 
previous row.
For circular brick stitch, work increases 
as needed to keep the work flat; at 
the end of each round, pass through 
the first and last beads to stitch them 
together, then string 2 beads to begin 
the next round. 
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Step 1: S tring one crimp tu be on one end of the wi re and fla t-

ten it with the pliers. Pass up through the brooch screen.

Step 2: S tring 6 seed be ads, one 2, 4, or 6mm accent be ad, and

6 seed beads. Pass down through a hole in the screen near

the last hole filled. Pass up through an adjacent hole.

Step 3: Repeat Step 2 until all the holes are fill ed, making su re

to use different co l or seed be ads and va ry the accent be ad s

each time.

Step 4: Wh en all the holes are fill ed and the wi re is ex i ting the

bo t tom of the brooch screen, string one crimp tu be and

flatten it with pliers. Place the screen on the brooch back-

ing and sec u re it by bending the four teeth over the screen .

RESOURCES

Metal brooch frame: Check your local bead shop or contact The Bead

Monkey, (952) 929-4032, www.thebeadmonkey.com.

Jamie Hogsett is projects editor of Beadwork magazine.

Retro Fit Brooch
J a m i e  H o g s e t t

M a t e r i a l s

720 size 11° Japanese seed beads in four colors

12 faceted 2mm garnets

12 fire-polished 4mm beads

12 freshwater 4mm pearls

12 round 4mm garnets

12 faceted 6mm Czech pressed-glass beads

40mm round blank metal brooch frame

3' of .014 beading wire

4 sterling silver 2mm crimp tubes

To o l s

Wire cutters

Flat-nose pliers

T i p

You may need to use a second length of beading wire

to finish the piece. To do so, just finish off one piece of

wire as in Step 4 and begin another one as in Step 1.

http://www.beadingdaily.com/
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5 Ways to Wear a Brooch
JEAN CAMPBELL

Ay . . . Me wee lass and I attended a Celtic festival over the 
weekend. It was a sunny celebration that included toe-dancing 
girls with bouncing curls, haunting bagpipe tunes, monstrous 
yet noble hounds, and muscular legs protruding from woolen 
plaid skirts. Other than the point at which I unwittingly headed 
a speeding rugby ball (ouch!), it was a pretty mellow time. 
In another life, I may have headed to the Jameson’s booth 
to soothe such a head injury, but that’s not quite my thing 
anymore (especially with *** daughter in tow), so we headed to 
the shopping tents instead. We encountered the expected piles 
of tams, namesake key chains, and St. Patrick’s Prayer throws.  
But you know what struck me most? The many vendors selling 
brooches: ornate gem-encrusted ones, stamped ones, and 
simple wire ones.

I have to be honest, I couldn’t help but think, “Brooches? Who 
really wears them unless needed for pinning up a tartan cape to 
keep out the moorland damp?” It’s not that I don’t like to make 
brooches; they work up quickly and are a great platform for 
creativity since they don’t necessarily need to be comfortable 
like a bracelet or necklace. I truly have dozens of brooches in my 
jewelry locker.  But I don’t think to wear them that often.

So when I got home I pulled out all my brooches and 
decided the reason I don’t wear them is because I haven’t 
experimented quite fully with how to wear them. I think, 

like many people, I automatically pin them where a lapel 
would go.  That just evokes nightmarish imagery of Office 
Space’s Jennifer Aniston’s 37 pieces of flair. So I did a little 
experimentation and came up with these alternatives 
wearing my “Paulette’s Brooch” from my book Beaded 
Weddings:

1. At the neck

2. In the hair

3. On the hip

4. On a necklace

5. On a purse

Hey—this little experiment has made me excited to wear 
my brooches again! I think the next part of this little study will 
be to check out some pins and brooches in the Beading Daily 
store. I’ve got my eye on Linda Jones’s Shell Brooch, which 
might be just the right thing to pin up my beach sarong.

How about you? Are you a brooch wearer or avoider? Have 
any other ideas about how to wear them? Share your thoughts 
at beadingdaily.com.

Jean Campbell is the Editorial Director of Beadwork.
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